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1
2 Climate change effects on predator–prey interactions
3 Angela N Laws
Q1

4 Predator–prey interactions can be very important to community

5 structure and function.A growingbody of researchdemonstrates

6 how climate change can modify these species interactions.

7 Climate change can modify predator–prey interactions by

8 affecting species characteristics, and by modifying consumptive

9 and/or non-consumptive predator effects. Current work

10 examines how climate change and predation risk can combine to

11 influence herbivore stoichiometry and feeding ecology. Other

12 recent advances show how climate change can affect chemical

13 signaling of plants and insects, as well as how pollution and other

14 components of the environmental context can modify predator–

15 prey interactions.
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23 Introduction
24 Global climate change will affect ecosystems in many

25 ways. Large shifts in species’ distributions and phenology

26 are expected, and already observed in some organisms [1].

27 Individual performance may be affected by climate

28 change [2], especially for ectothermic organisms where

29 metabolic and other physiological processing rates are

30 temperature dependent. Climate change will also affect

31 ecosystems by altering species interactions, including

32 predator–prey interactions.

33 Predation has a variety of important and far-reaching

34 effects on ecosystems including biocontrol of pest species

35 [3], structuring community composition [4], and influenc-

36 ing ecosystem processes like primary production or nutri-

37 ent cycling [5]. Therefore, it is important to understand

38 how climate change can modify predator–prey

39 interactions.

40Climate change may affect predator–prey interactions

41through several pathways (Figure 1). First, climate

42change can directly affect species by influencing factors

43such as behavior or distribution (Figure 1B). These

44changes can in turn modify how predator–prey interac-

45tions play out. Second, climate change may modify pred-

46ator–prey interactions through effects on consumptive

47and/or non-consumptive predator effects (Figure 1C).

48Consumptive predator effects occur when predators kill

49and remove prey from the population, affecting prey

50density [6]. Non-consumptive effects occur when prey

51respond to predation risk by altering traits such as feeding

52behaviors, morphology, or development rates [6]. Such

53trait-mediated responses to predation risk can also result

54in changes to prey density, and may be more far-reaching

55than consumptive predator effects, as more individuals

56are likely affected by non-consumptive effects than con-

57sumptive effects [7]. The effects of climate change on

58species traits and on predator–prey interactions are likely

59to be mediated by the environmental context and by local

60adaptation. Finally, effects of climate change on species

61interactions may have community and ecosystem-level

62consequences (Figure 1D).

63Several recent reviews discuss potential effects of climate

64change on species interactions generally [8–13], and on

65antagonistic interactions in particular [14]. Here, I briefly

66review responses of predator–prey interactions involving

67insects to climate change, with emphasis on recent

68research. Climate change will affect many abiotic factors

69that may modify species interactions (Figure 1A). I primar-

70ily focus on temperature and atmospheric CO2 concentra-

71tions, but other factors such as drought [15] and extreme

72weather events like heatwaves [16–18] are also important.

73Climate change effects on species: individuals
74to populations
75Climate change can have a variety of effects on species,

76from effects on individual species traits to population level

77effects that can affect how predator–prey interactions play

78out. These responses to climate change will likely be

79modified by adaptation and phenotypic plasticity.

80Predator–prey interactions can be mediated by changes in

81plant traits. Climate change is likely to alter plant quality

82by modifying nutrient content, increasing protein:carbo-

83hydrate [19], and by modifying concentrations of plant

84secondary compounds [20]. Such changes can alter her-

85bivore foraging behaviors and herbivore nutrient content,

86which can affect predator–prey interactions. Changes in

87plant phenology, distribution, and abundances [21,22] are

88likely to mediate predator–prey interactions as well.
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89 Temperature and other abiotic factors associated with

90 climate change can modify species traits, such as devel-

91 opment time [23,24], oviposition rates [25] as well as

92 specific behavioral traits [26,27�], all of which can mediate

93 the outcome of predator–prey interactions. While many of

94 these responses are species-specific, some general trends

95 are observed. For example, metabolic rates increase with

96 temperature, increasing resource requirements [28,29].

97 Insects may also experience faster development time,

98 increased voltinism, and reduced body sizes [14].

99 Climate change may affect predator–prey interactions by

100 changing local community composition over space and

101 time. As species respond to climate change by shifting

102 their ranges, novel communities may be formed, disrupting

103current interactions and creating new ones. Shifting phe-

104nology in response to climate change can affect species

105interactions if interacting species do not respond in the

106same way, leading to a temporal ‘mismatch’ in species

107occurrences [30,31]. Most work on phenological responses

108to climate change involving insects focuses on plant-herbi-

109vore interactions, but other species interactions may also be

110affected [32,33]. It is still unclear how widespread mis-

111match will be among predator–prey interactions [34�], but

112the effects are likely to be context dependent and species

113specific, as seen with insect-plant interactions [35].

114Chemical signaling

115Climate change can modify species interactions by alter-

116ing the efficiency of inter-specific and intraspecific
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Figure 1
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Conceptual diagram of the pathways by which climate change may affect predator–prey interactions. Climate change may have effects on

species, such as phenology and distribution, that in turn affect species interactions. Effects of climate change on predator–prey interactions can

operate through modifications of consumptive or non-consumptive predator effects. These changes in predator–prey interactions can then

cascade to effects on community and ecosystem-level processes (which may also be affected directly by climate change and by climate change

effects on species traits).
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